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1. What is your experience of livestock worrying? What is the scale of the 

issue?  
 

I work where there is a vast rural area which Police Scotland solely have the 
responsibility of dealing with livestock worrying legislation. I have on one occasion 
assisted Police Scotland when dealing with sheep worrying by transporting a dog to 
a secure kennel, scanning the dog to obtain microchip details of person who owns 
the dog. 
 
I have been required on a few occasions to issue a Dog Control Notice under the 
Control of Dogs (Scotland) Act 2010 
 
I have not been made aware of many sheep worrying cases which would suggest we 
do not have a huge problem. It would be probably better if you spoke with Police 
Scotland who deal with this legislation. 
 

2. Does legislation need strengthening in this area? If so – does the Bill do 
this? 

 
There is room to improve and strengthen legislation. Currently the penalty is a 
financial one. Not all dog owners are able to cover the cost of livestock due to them 
being on a low income or being unemployed. Finding an alternative and keeping the 
financial one should be considered along with a custodial sentence or Community 
pay back.  
 
This is not just a huge financial burden on the farmers but endures a huge impact of 
devastation to the farmer who has bread a long line of sheep/cattle for decades 
within their family.  
 
Some dogs that live in rural areas that have been involved with livestock have been 
brought up around livestock, some which have livestock right next to their home and 
have done so for years. For some reason they have ran off which could be for 
multiple reasons (weather, another dog, scent of a rabbit/vermin or an unexpected 
loud noise) and have gone onto killing livestock which the owner of the dog is 
completely mortified and embarrassed with what has happened. It should be taking 
into consideration that often we find the dog is a much loved family pet and is 
normally never left on its own to wander.  
 
Educating all dog owners when walking in rural areas is a must. 
 

3. What are your views on the increased penalties the Bill creates for 
livestock worrying?  



 
I don’t think increased penalties will reduce livestock worrying.  
 
Educating dog owners and training dogs around livestock before walking in rural 
areas would help. 
 
Farmers could put up clear signage saying that there is livestock in the field the 
person is considering entering. 
 
Outlining consequences/penalties on signage. Also on signage, providing an online 
link for the dog walker to read before entering an area where livestock is. 
 
A laminated leaflet that can be attached to a gate before entering a field in case 
there is no phone signal or person does not have a phone to look up information. 
(Not sure how this will work at present due to covid 19)? 
 

4. Would the proposals to disqualify convicted persons from owning or 
keeping a dog or taking a dog onto certain types of land, assist in the 
aim of reducing the number of livestock worrying instances?  

 
I don’t think it would be fair to disqualify all convicted persons from owning or 
keeping a dog or taking it onto certain types of land.  
 
I do think there should be an option to impose this on a person if required to do so.  
It is not always the intention for a dog to kill livestock. It would be unfair to penalise 
responsible dog owners.  
 
Dogs could initially see something of interest like a rabbit or vole which can lead a 
dog onto chasing it. If there is a field of sheep and they decide to run, this can add 
excitement to what started as something that was not intended.  
 

5. What is your opinion on extending the types of livestock and type of 
agricultural land covered by livestock worrying, as described by the 
Bill?  

 
It is appropriate to extend the types of livestock to reflect on today’s farming. 
 
Some livestock is kept these days by people’s neighbours like pet chickens or ducks. 
This can be dealt with under the Control of Dogs (Scotland) Act 2010. 
 

6. What are your views on the powers allowing Scottish Ministers to 
appoint inspectors, other than police, to investigate and enforce 
livestock worrying offences?  

 
I feel there should be no change to Police Scotland being the lead investigators for 
livestock worrying. 
 
Local Authority Officers cannot be expected to take over livestock worrying due to 
there not being enough officers to deal with the extra workload. It would be best kept 



with Police Scotland to deal with as they have far more officers and work 24/7 
schedule.  
 
Officers do not have access to suitable vehicles, or have the skills, knowledge or 
equipment to carry out this work. Some Local Authorities have only 1 Dog Control 
Officer covering a vast area and work solely. 
 

7. Do you have any comments on the expanded powers for police and 
inspectors to seize dogs, to enter premises and to take a dog to the vet?  

 
Expanding powers would help to carry out an investigation. The disadvantage of this 
is the cost of this which could run into hundreds if not thousands. Currently there is 
reluctance in seizing dogs for other offences due to the substantial costs. Not all 
costs can be recovered due to unemployment or low income. Provisions would have 
to be put in place for Police Scotland to use their extended powers if given. 
 

8. Does the Bill adequately balance the rights of dog owners and the rights 
of livestock farmers?  

 
I would say the Bill does favour towards the livestock farmer. 
 
Not all cases should be treated the same and each case should be dealt with 
individually and accordingly on how responsible the dog owner is. 
 
The Bill should take into consideration: If the dog owner compensates the farmer for 
his loss of livestock. 
 
Has the dog owner adhered to control measure that has been put in place while 
waiting on a court date. 
 
Is this a first time offence for the dog acting out of control. E.g is this a case where 
the dog owner is a responsible dog owner or a person who is clearly not able to 
control their dog or multiple dogs. a professional dog walker or a person who owns 
multiple dogs that cannot in any case be controlled because of the amount they are 
walking or control if they escape. 
 

9. Is there anything else that should be included or excluded from the Bill?  
 

Signage saying “All dogs must be on leads as livestock is present “, should reduce 
the numbers of livestock being injured or killed.  
 
OR 
 
Signage saying “No dogs in field as livestock present”, will definitely reduce numbers 
of livestock being injured or killed, but then an alternative route should be provided 
for access.  


